Prognostic implications of node metastatic features in OSCC: a retrospective study on 121 neck dissections.
Lymph node metastases are responsible for shorter survival in oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC). The aim of the present study was to assess the node metastasis frequency and survival according to the node metastasis features in 121 neck dissections (NDs) performed for OSCC, identifying evidence-based correlations and contrasts with previous literature. The retrospective study involved 121 patients affected by OSCC who had undergone modified radical ND (MRND) for therapeutic, elective reasons or after intraoperative positivity to metastasis of sentinel lymph nodes (SLN+). Node metastasis frequency and behaviour (typical vs. atypical) and their number and distribution according to pre-surgical cTNM cancer staging were considered and overall survival Kaplan-Meier curves were calculated for each group in order to compare mortality according to ND type (elective, therapeutic, after SLN+), lymph node metastatic pattern (typical or atypical), size (micrometastasis vs. macrometastasis) and number. Results showed statistically significant different overall survival according to pre-surgical staging, number of lymph nodes harvested and intent to surgery. Sentinel lymph node resulted in the sole positive node affected by metastasis in small cT1- cT2/cN0 OSCC and an ND subsequent to its positivity during intraoperative assessment may be considered an overtreatment.